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PROS

How to Properly Use a Condom

Effective against STI'sEffective against STI's

They Offer ProtectionThey Offer Protection
AndAnd pleasure pleasure

Help other methods of birthHelp other methods of birth
control work even bettercontrol work even better

CONS

you have to use a condom everyyou have to use a condom every
time you have sextime you have sex

condoms can take some getting usedcondoms can take some getting used
toto

you have to use a new one correctlyyou have to use a new one correctly
every single timeevery single time

How to find your
correct condom size

Warms to your bodyWarms to your body

increases pleasure for bothincreases pleasure for both
partnerspartners

barrier method for people withbarrier method for people with
differing anatomical needsdiffering anatomical needs

Store in a cool, Dry PlaceStore in a cool, Dry Place

leave room at the tipleave room at the tip

keep away from sharpkeep away from sharp
objectsobjects

1. Use soft measuring tape or string that1. Use soft measuring tape or string that
does not stretch does not stretch 

2. Wrap string around thickest part of th2. Wrap string around thickest part of th
penis penis 

3. Straighten out string and use ruler to3. Straighten out string and use ruler to
measure length of string measure length of string 

4. After following the steps to measure4. After following the steps to measure
your girth, find your size below!  your girth, find your size below!  

4 inches or less use snug fit 4 inches or less use snug fit 
4-5.1 inches use standard fit 4-5.1 inches use standard fit 
5.1 inches or more use larger fit5.1 inches or more use larger fit

Internal Condom

External condom

Consent 
Check package & expiration date
Open carefully 
Pinch inner ring (8)
Insert 
Party time!
To remove.. twist & pull - keeping contents inside 
Dispose in trash can 
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Consent 
Check package & expiration date
Open carefully - no teeth!
Check for the right side 
Pinch the tip (and keep it pinched) and roll down
to the base 
No air inside
Action! 
While removing the condom, hold condom at base
- try to keep the contents inside 
Dispose in the trash can, not the toilet
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